REMOTE LEARNING RESOURCE DIGITAL ACCESS LIST

VISIBILITY
Can learners & caregivers view all documents and videos?
- Set sharing permissions
- Ensure filters and district policies allow viewing

COMPATIBILITY
Will learner devices be compatible?
- Search for compatibility with phones, Chromebooks, tablets, etc.
- If differences exist, provide appropriate directions

SECURE LOGIN
Has secure login information been provided and shared?
- Contact your district technology team for help with safe login support
- Seek options for logins with district platform (e.g.: Google)

COPYRIGHTS
Has the lesson been checked for copyright limitations?
- Verify resources are shareable
- Obtain permission from the author, if needed

ACCESSIBILITY
Have accessibility needs been anticipated?
- Share text-to-speech and captioning options if available
- Show how to adjust video speed and use translation tools

READ MORE: HTTPS://WP.ME/P4OFWP-3J
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